Software Developer Intern

Internship

About Us
FinKAB (http://FinKAB.com/), acronym for Financial Knowledge, Attitude and Behavior, is a young financial technology startup company which focuses on developing technology solutions to individuals to increase their awareness on financial literacy and financial product knowledge.

FinKAB strives to develop the best in class solution that revolutionizes financial literacy education, financial product knowledge and wealth ideas generator. We aim at helping individuals unleash their financial potential and achieve their goals. FinKAB is a member of the Incu-App programme at the Hong Kong Science & Technology Parks (HKSTP).

At FinKAB, we value open feedback, encourage discussion and constantly challenge each other to develop the best solution for everyone. We welcome young energetic developers to join us.

Role
● Participate in the software development lifecycle (SDLC) which includes develop, implement and maintain of new application systems
● Responsible for software application from front-end to back-end programming

Requirements and Skills
● Undergraduate students major in Computer Science or IT related disciplines in Hong Kong
● Experience in JavaScript is must
● Knowledge on SQL Server, Node.js/Ruby will be an advantage
● Knowledge in Python, Angular, Java is a plus
● Building responsive web application
● Passion for excellence, innovation, and finding joy in building something new
● Fluent in Cantonese / English

Successful candidates will be offered a competitive remuneration package.

If you are ready for the challenge, please apply and send your CV to Sarah: FinKAB.asia@gmail.com.